Share an example of what you’ve done that has improved the work situation in your team! :)

- Weekly online fika
- Lunch walks
- Digital breaks together
- Walk and talk
- Walk n talk
- Digital break
- Meet and talk to colleagues on Teams
- Bought/borrowed additional screens for work from home
- Walk and talk indeed, reassure that working from home is the norm
Share an example of what you’ve done that has improved the work situation in your team! :)

- 15 min welfare calls for all team members each week (team members pass each other on the Zoom call and say hi).
- I’ve made it clear to everyone that all personnel should at least think about what kind of new/special equipment would be needed to have at home (screens, i-pads, laptops).
- Daily short meetings within the team. Nice to see each others and you get feedback on problems.
- Staff meeting 30 minutes every week.
- Calling via phone sometimes is better than using the computer all the time as your eyes needs to rest from the computer screen.
- We have digi cafe once a week that works well.